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“THAT WHICH IS NOT EXPLORED                              LOSES LIFE, IS NOT PERCEIVABLE, BECOMING IMPERTINENT, LOST AND UNIDENTIFIABLE”





CUERPO A CUERPO (“Body to Body”) is a significant step 
forward in the artistic evolution of dancer and choreographer 
Daniel Doña in which his body becomes a refuge, a place to 
grow, and a place to discover various choreographic identities. 
Through a contemporary lens as well as a tendency toward 
dramaturgy, Doña transforms the language of Spanish dance 
and flamenco into his own; joining the Avant garde and 
traditional while allowing for the influences other cultures.  



Joined by Manuel Alcántara, whom is an expert in 
creating stage scenery exemplifying unique circus 
imagery and qualities.  Together they create a unique 
world in which they push the boundaries of their worlds 
of the circus and of dance both together and separate, 
pushing limits, changing each other’s perspectives 
through curiosity and unending desire.



Daniel Doña (Granada 1977)

This dancer and choreographer from Granada is considered as one of the top exponents of the current Spanish Dance, going beyond the formal bounderies in 
creation and gathering in his pieces the core of different artistic expressions. He comfortably moves among a reniewed Spanish Dance, Flamenco and Contemporary 
Dance, transiting inside an artistic field with no straitjackets or limits. And not only from the creative point of view he presents that fondness towards researching 
and investigation, but leading his own dance company from 20013, Daniel Doña Compañía de Danza, always characterized by his interested in education and 
seduction of new audiences, he has combined the creation of more theatrical shows with an approach to less conventional spaces since his beginning, imprinting 
in all his work an own language based on a dialogue between tradition and the avant-garde: A Pie (2013), A Pie de Calle (2014), Black Box (2014), No Pausa (2015), 
Inestable (2015), Nada Personal (2016), Hábitat (2016) and Cuerpo a Cuerpo (2017).



His work as interpreter and creative has been 
recognized by means of many awards

· Award “EL OJO CRÍTICO de RNE 2016” in its 
modality for DANCE. 

· Award Meritorius Honor “HEBE” For Performing 
Arts 2016. 

· MAX Award for Performing Arts to Best 
Choreography for the piece “De Cabeza”.

· Award “Hugo Boss” to young talents in 
Performing Arts. 

· Award to Outstanding Dancer at XI Certamen 
Coreográfico de Danza Española y Flamenco de 
Madrid. 

· Award to Best Choreography at X Certamen 
Coreográfico de Danza Española y Flamenco de 
Madrid for the piece “Tango para un Loco” 
(2001). 

· 3 Awards at XVIII Certamen de Danza Española 
y Flamenco de Madrid, Teatros del Canal, for 
“Intermintente” (2009).

· Finalist in MAX Award for Performing Arts to 
Best Male Dancer for the show “En sus 13” 
(2010).

· Finalist MAX Award for Performing Arts to 
Best Choreography, along with Manuel Liñán for 
the show “REW” (2013). 

· Finalist in LORCA Award as Best Male Dancer 
(2016).

· Finalist MAX Award for Performing Arts to 
Best Dance Show and Best Male Dancer for the 
show HÁBITAT (2017).





ARTISTIC CAST
Concept and choreography

DANIEL DOÑA
Scenic direction

JORDI VILASECA
Guest artist

MANUEL ALCÁNTARA
Audio-Visual artist

BEATRIX MEXI MOLNAR
Music composition

PABLO MARTIN JONES
Lighting design
OLGA GARCÍA

Costume and textile design
YAIZA PINILLOS

Scene design
DAVINIA FILLOL

Photography and graphic design
MARCOSGPUNTO

Sound engineer
KIKE CABAÑAS

Technical director
OSCAR ALONSO (RUSTI)

Producer
DANIEL DOÑA COMPAÑÍA DE DANZA

Executive producer
ANA CARRASCO

Production assistant
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Agent
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Translation
JOAQUÍN ENCINIAS
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